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Ethan
Overt Message (Describe your hair)

My hair is short. My hair is red. My hair is spiky. My hair is dyed

Implied Message (What ideas might come 

 The hair makes me look cool, weird and a bit silly. It makes me look cool because 
most people don’t have red hair and a lot of people’s favourite colour is red. It might 
seem weird and silly because red is an unusual  colour for hair. The hair makes look 
like a clown because clowns have bright and mostly red hair.

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

 The stereotype is that people with red hair have bad temper and get mad easy. I 
break the stereotype because I do not get mad easily. Another stereotype is if you 
have short hair, you are a boy. That stereotype is reinforced because my hair is red 
and I am a boy. Another stereotype is that people with red hair are always silly and 
never silly

Preferences (Who might like and why?)

The people who would probably like my hair would probably be people who like 
colourful or bright things because my hair is bright. Someone who would probably like 
would be Tyler because he likes to do stuff with is hair. Also, Jeffery might like my hair 
because he might think it is silly and will think that it is funny. If someone's favourite 
colour is red, they might like the hair and they might think it’s cool. 



Toby
Overt Message (Describe your hair) 

(Note: I DO NOT LIKE BTS.) It is a little bit long, 
and brown.

Implied Message (What ideas might come)

My hair looks weird and my hair is brown.

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

People say that if you have this type of hair you 
must like BTS.

Preferences (Who might like and why?)

No one will like it! Because they think I like BTS.



Kelly
Overt Message ( your hair Describir)

It’s a nice shade of light brown and very out there. Not many people have this shade of brown, so it’s quite 
weird to see. Another desc it’s in a ponytail which is usual, but some people says that brunettes like to style 
their hair in a outgoing way. Last desc is that it’s kinda messy, but many stereotypes claim that brunettes are 
very neat and proper. 

Implied Message (What ideas might come)

Ideas that might come could be “She’s a good choice for a friend” because many stereotypes are brunettes 
are faithful and positive.

Another Idea is I’m sophisticated (worldly experience and knowledge) because often brunette’s are “smart”

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

Stereotypes(Support):“She’s so positive“ because just by looking at a brunette you would think they’re sweet 
and kind, always thinking about the good side of life.

(Break):“She’s super snobby!” because many people think brunette are “rich” and many think “rich” people are 
snobs.  

Preferences (Who might like and why?)

Maybe a lover/suitor, because dark hair have a stereotypes that they’re “plain”. While maybe other students, 
eg: if I moved school with this hair, many people would think am kind as stereotypes put it as.



Michelle
Overt Message (Describe your hair)

Implied Message (What ideas might come)

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

Preferences (Who might like and why?)



Christine
Overt Message (Describe your hair)

It is brown and wavy.

Implied Message (What ideas might coming)

This hair is the best because it is long

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

 They might be Sassy and outgoing

Preferences (Who might like and why?)

Models and sassy/pretty people



JAsmine
The overt message is that it’s in a bun, it’s short, 

it’s smooth, and it’s brown. A lot of everyday people wear 
it to make their less messy.

Some implied messages are that it’s just to keep 
my hair neat, and I like it short. Even though I don’t like 
my hair short.

A stereotype for short hair is that some people 
might think you HATE your haircut and that you regret 
it.(I do) 

I believe that a lot of girls will like it because it’s 
neat and pretty. They might like it neat because 
sometimes when you do it in a ponytail hair strands can 
get loose. Also they might like it pretty because most girls 
want/like to look nice/good.



RoseOvert Message (Describe your hair)

My hair is light brown and blonde. It is also curly and wavy like beach waves. It is no so long and 
not so short. At the top it is more blonde and on the bottom it is darker. It is also very messy.

Implied Message (What ideas might come)

My hair makes me look cool and like a model. It is messy and not neat which might make people 
think that I am lazy. It looks cool because it the colour changes.

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

Some stereotypes of blonde haired people are you are ditzy and not smart. I don’t think that it 
supports that stereotype. A stereotype of blonde people is that they are attractive. I don’t think I 
fit with that. Messy hair will make people think I am lazy but I’m not. A stereotype for 
brunettes(brown haired people) is that we are serious which means I am is reinforcing it.

Preferences (Who might like and why?)

Some people that might like it are little kids, superstars and models. Little kids might like it 
because it would make them look fancy. Superstars or models might like it because it would help 
them fit in with most other models and superstars because most models and superstars are 
blonde.

Audience Response

I like Rose’s hair because it is different to her usual style of hair. Usually her hair is up.(Yanny)

Rose’s hair looks nice but it is weird because it is short and wavy. (Michelle)



    Tyler
Overt Message: This was my hair before my current 
haircut. At the time the only difference was the colour. I 
want people to notice and Recognize just how similar this 
hair type is to the other boys.

Implied Message: I think if all hair was the same it would 
be boring. In my opinion this hair is ordinary and 
expected I love when people try new things with their hair 
and do what they like with it no matter what anybody 
says or thinks be bold be outrageous and if you feel like it 
make everyday creative hair day.

Preferences: People who follow the stereotypes that 
boys should have short hair and do what is “Attractive 
and Trendy”. My issue with this is that trendy literally 
means what everybody wants and has wich is what I 
strive not to be. I want to be a role model and have 
people see and respect all opinions and to try new things 
with their hair.



         Jun yi
Overt Message (Describe your hair)

My hair colour is light brown and straight, this is my natural hairstyle.  It is very 
smooth and it’s long. My hair is very neat and clean, the type of hair I have is thick 
and soft.

Implied Message (What ideas might come)

The idea of my hairstyle come from itself.  I think it looks more natural and cool, I 
changed it to light brown because this colour was used by many people. This hair is 
style makes me look original because this is my original hairstyle but in different 
colour. 

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

My hair is neat and straight which means that I wash it often.  People might think 
that I’m not smart because my hair is kind of blondish. But i think it looks normal to 
me.

Preferences (who might like it and why?)

I think many people would like it because it looks natural and it very smooth. I also 
think that some famous actor would like it because it looks cute and neat.

Preferences (Who might like and why?)



Yarlini
Overt Message (Describe your hair)

My hair is light brown. My hair is also neat and is ties in a 
braid it looks like a dutch braid. Some strands are also out of 
my braid.

Implied Message (What ideas might come) and 
Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

My hair makes me look like a very organized students. I look 
like a very organized student because the stereotypes for 
brown is that they’re serious and smart.

Preferences (Who might like and why?)

The people who might this hair might be people be people 
who like to dye their hair in different colours. People who are 
going to dye their hair for first time might also like it because 
it shows them that they fit in and they aren’t the only who 
dyed their hair.



Leo
Overt Message (Describe your hair)

Implied Message (What ideas might come)

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

Preferences (Who might like and why?)

I change my hair color to 
long white hair. It might 
think I am old or a girl. I 
would like it or other 
people without pigment in 
the hair.



Alex (Caliboo) 
It’s a nice blue shiny blue.

Implied Message (What ideas might come)

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

Preferences (Who might like and why?)

My hair is a nice shiny 
blue. This hair makes me 
look like Ninja. The 
stereotype



Michelle
Overt Message (Describe your hair)

My hairstyle is in a brown bun, it show that it is long because you 
could put it high, plus the hair also looks thicker, meaning that it’s 
longer.

Implied Message (What ideas might come)

My hairstyle comes from the idea of many model/fashion designers. 
Keeping your hair up, means that you are quite mature. 

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

I think this style breaks the stereotype of strict librarians, or old 
people. It breaks the stereotype by showing that I’m a young 
student. 

Preferences (Who might like and why?) 

I think many models would like this hairstyle because it looks very 
mature and sophisticated.



Nathan
Overt Message (Describe your hair) 

It is a little mixture brownish redish. Looks pretty 
original though.

Implied Message (What ideas might come)

Cool or weird???IDK Very natural.

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

Weird, uh? Normal? Nice? Natural.

Preferences (Who might like and why?)

I think anyone might like it. Maybe they like the 
colour? Or maybe they like the spike? 



Yanny
I changed my hair colour to a dark brown. As I 
see it, my hair seems more smooth.

People with brown hair look good in my opinion.  
It also makes me look like i’m older than my 
actual age.

A Stereotype for dark brown hair is the person 
probably dyed their hair brown and it’s not 
natural.

I like Yanny’s new hair because it looks so much 
like her original hair.(Jasmine)

 I think Jasmine liked it because she likes how 
my oringinal hair was long and after I changed it 
it’s still long.



Jacky
Overt Message: My hair is blue and it’s pointing 
downwards like spikes. My hair is really blue on 
the top because that is where i have the most 
hair.The corners have really short hair and small. 

Implied Message People might think that I look 
weird because you don’t usually see someone 
having blue hair. This color looks cool to some 
people because they like colorful hair colors.

Stereotypes My hairs supports the Stereotype 
cool.My hair color is bright and colorful. My hair 
supports the stereotype funny. I look like I am 
going to a try out to the circus and work for the 
show.Some stereotype that my hair shows is 
sad. Blue is a color that shows calm and relaxing 
like how water moves. A stereotype for blue 
colored hair is weird. People might think that I 
am crazy and that I might be wearing a costume.   

Preferences hairdressers would like colorful hair 
because seeing people that have or helping 
them change the color of their hair might 
influence them to like colorful hair. People that 
like colorful hair would love the color blue for 
their hair. It’s a good looking color for hair and for 
different styles. People that like colorful hair 
wouldn’t care what others think. 



Hailey
Overt Message (Describe your hair)

The colour of my hair is a bit of dark purple. It is short with bangs on top of it. 
Both of the sides are long with purple and the top it looks kind of black 
because of the light. The back is short with dark purple at the back of my 
hair.

Implied Message (What ideas might come)

She looks mean and not very friendly. Some people would look at you in a 
very mean way or a scared way. Like she would not be a good friend 
because she looks like she would be mean to people. 

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

People would say that “She looks like a devil”. Like devils would have purple 
or black hair sometimes to show that they are bad. Some people would say 
“she looks super cool I wish I had my hair colour like her’s”. Because some 
people think people with purple hair can be cool and want to be like them.

Preferences (Who might like and why?)

Maybe a rockstar would like it. A rockstar might like it because it like a dark 
colour and rockstars like to be cool. They might also like people that look 
cool and has their hair short or looking cool. 



Jeffery
Overt Message (Describe your hair) 

Longer, straight up and brown.

Implied Message (What ideas might come)

People might think I don’t like to have haircuts.

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

People might think I dyed the hair

Preferences (Who might like and why?)

The colour or the longness.



olivia
Overt Message (Describe your hair)

My hair is purple, and I have bangs. My hair looks short but it’s tied but into a 
ponny tail. You can’t see it because it’s behind my head

Implied Message (What ideas might come)

When looking at my hair you may first not like it. Because it looks short and 
it’s purple. I know people don’t hate the colour purple but they wouldn't want 
to die it purple. But I think purple is a nice colour.

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

People may think of me as someone who likes to play around a lot. Because 
most people who pick to die their hair fully 1 colour are seen to like to play 
around. But it’s not true because you can’t judge a book by its cover.  

Preferences (Who might like and why?)

Someone that might like my hair is someone that likes having fun. Because 
like I said people that die their hair maybe someone that likes to have fun. 
Another person that may like my hair is someone that is creative, because 
creative people think outside of the box.



Nate
Overt Message: My hair is blue and it has my 
regular hair style I did not change the style.

Implied Message: The ideas that came to my 
head are my hair is blue and that it might not be 
a good style. 

Stereotypes: People say that blue hair is not 
cool. People with blue hair get made fun of 
because they choose the colour.

Preferences: The people who would like my hair 
colour are youtubers and people who like cool 
colours.



ChenXi
Overt Message (Describe your hair)

Implied Message (What ideas might come)

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

Preferences (Who might like and why?)



Kenny
Overt Message (Describe your hair)

Implied Message (What ideas might come)

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

Preferences (Who might like and why?)



Eason
Overt Message (Describe your hair)

Implied Message (What ideas might come)

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

Preferences (Who might like and why?)



Jackson
Overt Message (Describe your hair) My hair is long, blue, curved to 
the right in the front, spiky on the back of my hair, it is soft, and 
messy.

Implied Message (What ideas might come) The ideas that might 
come for people is that I’m sad or extreme because I don’t have hair 
similar to other people just because I changed the color.

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?) My hairs stereotype 
breaks it because the stereotype for people with blue hair is that they 
are always sad and gloomy but I’m not a sad and gloomy person so I 
think that it breaks the stereotype.

Preferences (Who might like and why?) The people that would like 
my hair are probably the creative and artistic people because I feel 
like artistic and creative people tend to like a change in anything like 
hair for an example, and since my hair is blue I think artistic and 
creative people will like it.



Kevin C
Overt Message (Describe your hair)

Implied Message (What ideas might come)

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

Preferences (Who might like and why?)



Sruthy
Overt Message (Describe your hair)

I would describe my hair as light brown. It is tied in a ponytail 
which makes the hair not go everywhere. It is also neat so that 
it is not messy.

Implied Message (What ideas might come) Stereotypes 
(Reinforce/support or defy/break?)

My hair makes me look like a big girl. What I mean about being 
a big girl is that people say that people with dyed hair 
especially brown hair are only for adults. People with highlights 
are some stereotypes. 

Preferences (Who might like and why?)

People who might like this are people who likes style. If 
someone were to look at me, they would wowed because not 
many people dye their hair OR do hairstyles with their hair. If I 
look at a person with a dyed hair OR a brown hair, I would be 
amazed how pretty that person looks. I think Yarlini would like 
this hair because it what she would like to do in the future. In 
her photo, it shows her as having brown hair LIKE ME!!!



Anson 
Overt Message (Describe your hair)                  
My hair is messy, as it is also black like my natural hair 
colour. There here is a lot of it. My hair goes to the left 
and it is very odd looking, as it is not really common for 
someone to have the style of hair I have. I also have hair 
that covers my forehead.

Implied Message (What ideas might come)  
People can make many assumptions. My hair makes me 
look weird and it is long, messy, and there is too much, 
and some people might start recommending me to go to 
a barbershop soon

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?) 
Most stereotypes defy my hair colour. Stereotypes such 
as maturity, seriousness. I would have to have less hair if 
I wanted to be more serious in any kind of situation, 
whether or not it was a job interview or anywhere. I show 
no maturity because I am not taking in the fact that my 
hair is too long, and I ignore other opinions. Some 
stereotypes that support my hair is calm, I show I am not 
short tempered (red hair) and I seem pretty friendly

Preferences (Who might like and why?)               
I think people who like long hair people and people who 
are you unique and always don’t follow other people’s 
preferences would like it. I’d say some people who like 
people with black hair based off their stereotypes 
(depends). Some people might also like them as they are 
born with black hair, because black hair is one of the 
most common hair colours in the world.



Jiayi
Overt Message (Describe your hair) My hair is long, brown, smooth and soft looking and curly. My 
hair goes down to my shoulders making it look longer. My hair also is curl which some people can 
think it looks sassy or pretty. When looking at my hair it’s not messy or frizzy, it looks soft when 
touched, shiny, and clean as well. My hair is not up in a ponytail so it’s kind of weird because it 
doesn’t look like me. My hairstyle looks healthy because it’s shiny and clean looking like.

Implied Message (What ideas might come) Some ideas when looking at my hair people might 
think it’s pretty or girly since it’s down.  When seeing this hairstyle you can think of going to some 
kind of ball, party, or wedding to celebrate in this long and curled hairstyle. Some people can also 
think this style goes well with makeup to look sassy or beautiful. My hair makeover could also look 
like some type of model or celebrity because often lots of models and celebrity like this type of 
hairstyle because it looks good, clean, pretty, shiny and not messy or frizzy.

Stereotypes (Reinforce/support or defy/break?) I think when people look at my hair they will 
probably think it’s pretty and clean since it’s not something I would usually wear. I think when 
people look at me they will think of me of having a model’s or celebrities or famous persons hair 
because often lots of famous people (specifical females) likes these type of hairstyle because it 
looks great and feels great. People might think I like or look like others because we might possibly 
have the same hairstyle but that doesn’t mean we’re connected in anyway way.  I think with this 
hairstyle I look like a “jerk” because I’m not used to having my hair down or curled in any way and I 
also don’t think it matches me in anyway way at all because of my hair up in a ponytail every 
single day.

Preferences (Who might like and why?) The people that might like my hair would most likely and 
probably girls/ females because it’s a hairstyle that girls often wear. I think girls would like it 
because it’s brown and most girls like brown hair, it’s also long, shiny, soft looking, curled and not 
messy, oily, dry, or frizzy.  I think people that like their hair down for example models, celebrities, 
artists, singers, sometimes dancers would like it people of their work. I also think peopleof-of of-of 
of-of my hair up in a ponytail every single day.because it’s easy to do the hairstyle and it looked 
nice and also they don’t have to move as much to ruin the hairstyle so that’s why I think they might 
like it.


